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Appendix 4 

The following are the results of interviews with participants : 

1. First Participant  

 

I : Do you like reading ? 

P  : Yes, I like reading 

I : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P  : Because it makes it easier for me to use reading media 

that can be  

brought anywhere and used at any time 

I  : What the content you often open when you want to read 

in online via the internet? 

P : The content that I often open is usually in the form of 

knowledge,  

entertainment or both. Because I love reading, I also 

frequently open comics websites online or webtoon 

platforms and Kakaopage. I also often open the 

Instagram and Twitter applications to read some quotes 

and threads from there. I also frequently search for  

entertainment articles and information on several google 

websites.  
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I  : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : Not only easy to carry anywhere, reading online are useful and 

practical. There is no need to pay a lot when compared to buying 

reading books. Moreover, like me, who likes reading comics, for me 

online comics or Webtoons are practically, cheaper than printed 

comics 

I  : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? 

Briefly explain! 

P : It is very helpful, because I like reading literature in English. I can 

also discover new vocabulary and phrases as I read. Especially when 

reading comics 

 

 

2. Second Participant 

 

I : Do you like reading ? 

P  : I love reading online, because I can open the social media in my 

phone 

I : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 
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P : I enjoy reading online because I don't get bored quickly. Because I 

often get sleepy when reading offline or through books. That's why 

I prefer reading online 

I  : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P : I like to choose content related to entertainment, by searching some 

articles, comics, and wikipedia. Because, I enjoy reading time more 

by choosing reading material that I like. 

I : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : I enjoy reading online because I don't get bored quickly. Because I 

often get sleepy when reading offline or through books. That's why 

I prefer reading online 

I : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 

P : Very helpful, I often come across some vocabulary, new phrases. 

Because I read the reading in English. So if I don't know the 

meaning of some words or sentences, I can immediately open 

google translate and can find out the meaning and also increase my 

vocabulary knowledge 

 

3. Third Participant  
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I  : Do you like reading ? 

P  : .Yes, I like reading 

I  : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P  : Because reading online is very simple and practical. Easy to carry 

everywhere, and no need to go to difficult places, for example to the 

library, etc. Because we can use phones 

I  : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P : I often open entertainment such as comics, can use the Webtoon 

application or open it on comic websites. But, if I looking for an 

information, I usually open articles or journals on Google Scholar. 

I : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : I read online usually to get rid of boredom, find a new knowledge, 

and find inspiration. 

I : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 

P : Yes, because that's how I get used to English words when studying 

in class. Because I often find words, sentences, and train me to get 

used to reading in English. Because, I also reveal what I like like 

reading comics, it becomes more fun 
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4. Fourth Participant 

 

I : Do you like reading ? 

P : I like to read, but based on when and where I read 

I : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P : Yes like that, I prefer to read online, because it will increase my 

interest in reading when it is done online 

I : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P : I often open comic websites. I like reading comics, because I really 

like manga so I often open comics on the internet 

I : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : By reading online, it's easier and you can choose your own, find 

the reading material you want, and also get it faster because you 

only need to use a phone and quota, and can be done anywhere at 

any time. Even when suddenly bored in class, you can immediately 

open the internet, read for a while while eliminating boredom 

I : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 
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P : This is the thing that caught my eye when I read online. I really like 

reading new comics, most of which come from Japan and they 

translate it using English, because it's an international language. 

Now, because I really like comics, I was indirectly forced or, better 

said, I couldn't help but have to know the meaning of some of the 

words and sentences from the comic in order to know the storyline 

in the comic. If not, I don't know the story later. Now it's easy for 

me to use reading online, I can immediately open google translate 

on another page, so when I want to know the meaning I can 

immediately search for the meaning quickly and easily. So, I like 

to read kalauny like that. And in addition, accidentally, I actually 

added vocabulary and a few sentences from the comics and I often 

use them when talking to other people by applying some phrases 

from the comics that I have read. 

 

5. Fifth Participant  

 

I : Do you like reading ? 

P : I like reading, but it depends on the reading material itself 

I : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P : Yes, I like reading on the internet. But of course reading the things 

I like 
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I : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P : I often open articles related to religion, preaching or stories of the 

our Prophet Muhammad and so on. I also often read articles about 

motivation, knowledge, stories from the internet. I also often use 

the Instagram application to find several reading accounts that 

contain things like that too. It comforts me more when I'm bored 

at home, or when I'm in college 

I : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : Because, it is easier and more practice. Can be used even at the 

sudden though 

I : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 

P  : Yes, I often choose reading material that I like in English, because 

it makes it more fun, by combining the two so that reading is more 

fun and at the same time adding to English vocabulary as well as 

new knowledge 

 

 

6. Sixth Participant  

 

I  : Do you like reading ? 
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P  : I like to read, but it depends on the reading too 

I  : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P : I like reading online, but I also like reading offline 

I  : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P : I often open entertainment content on the internet by opening 

articles, all horror stories. That's because I really like horror 

stories 

I  : What is the reason you read online ? 

P  : Because besides being easier to obtain and use, it is 

also faster. By directly using a phone, which is always 

carried everywhere and practically, it's easier to use 

I  : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 

P : Of course, because I read most of the stories in English, and I 

really like reading horror stories from other countries, so what is 

usually used on the internet is in English. If you want to find it 

means just open google translate. So it's easier to read via the 

internet. Can be done quickly and with more fun 

 

 

7. Seventh Participant 
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I  : Do you like reading ? 

P : Yes, I like reading  

I : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P : Yes, I love reading online, because I don't have to bring a book. 

Because reading material can already be obtained via phone 

I  : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P  : I often open entertainment on the internet, such as reading stories 

that I get on the internet 

I : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : I often read online, because it can entertain me and usually also 

to fill in my spare time. When I'm bored too, I usually prefer to 

open the internet and find new stories. Because it's done online, 

it's easier to just use your cellphone, without the need to go to 

another place or look elsewhere 

I : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 

 Yes, because I learned English through reading. Because, 

indirectly, I learned the grammar that was used and also got new 

vocabulary from the reading 
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8. Eighth Participant 

 

I  : Do you like reading ? 

P : Yes, I like reading online. Because it's easier to get and faster 

I : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P : Yes, I like reading online. Because it's easier to get and faster 

I  : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P : Usually I often read articles related to lessons. Like opening a 

website, that can improve my English skills. I also often open 

entertainment sites in the form of stories that I get from certain 

websites on the internet 

I  : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : I feel that online reading is more effective. Because it is easy to 

use and obtain. No need to go to the library or buy books. You 

can immediately use your cellphone and look for it on the internet 

I  : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 

P : I often deliberately choose story reading materials in English. So 

I can simultaneously improve my English skills. And it can also 
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improve my reading and writing skills. And also can add 

vocabulary and recognize the grammars in the reading material 

` 

9. Ninth Participant  

 

I : Do you like reading ? 

P : Yes, I like reading  

I : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P : Like reading online, because on the internet it is not limited to 

getting reading material. Easy to access and get faster 

I : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P : Often also seek entertainment and knowledge on the internet. For 

knowledge, I like to open things about grammar and toefl, articles 

of scholarships as well. However, if I open them frequently, I 

often read e-novels. Because I really like novels, I usually search 

several websites about novels or use the Wattpadd application 

I : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : By using the internet, reading online is easier. Because I love 

reading novels. I no longer need to borrow from the library or 
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buy books at the bookstore, because I can access directly via the 

internet 

I : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 

P : Of course, because indirectly, I enjoyed reading in English. So it 

further improves my reading skills, adds new vocabulary, knows 

new terms from novels. And it becomes more fun when reading 

it. Because you can do these two things at once 

 

10. Tenth Participant 

 

I : Do you like reading ? 

P : Yes, I like reading 

I : Do you like reading on the internet ? Give the reason! 

P : I like it, I like reading online. Especially now that cellphones are 

a primary need 

I : What the content you often open when you want to read in online 

via the internet? 

P : I often open the form of entertainment. And what I choose is to 

read comics on the internet. Because I really like comics. And I 
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prefer to read it on the internet because there are more choices of 

comics that I haven't read 

I : What is the reason you read online ? 

P : I like reading online, yeah, because it is more practical. Easy to 

get, faster, only using a phone and with internet quota, I can 

access comic websites that I often open 

I : Can reading help you to develop learning English? How? Briefly 

explain! 

P : Yes, it helps, especially in terms of vocabulary. Usually I often 

find new vocabulary when reading comics, if I don't know the 

meaning, just open google translate, interpret it, and get what the 

vocabulary means. I added new vocabulary from there 
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Appendix 4 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

I. Personal Details  
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  Tanjung ) 

2010 – 2013  : State Islamic Junior High School 1 Tanjung (  

  MTsN 1 Tanjung )  

2013 – 2016 : State Senior High School 1 Tanjung ( SMAN 1  
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2016 – 2021 : English Educational Department of Antasari State  

  Islamic University Banjarmasin 
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